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One of our co-founders, Louis Spaw, said, “We don’t just build 

buildings; we build people.” That mantra still rings true today, just as 

it did in 1953. One of the most recent examples of building our people, the 

South Texas Division is taking an active role in the development of our 

local craf t workforce. Three programs geared toward industry needs, skills 

improvement and future performance are providing team members with 

opportunities to grow as individuals within the company.
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Teams participate in the  
5th Annual SpawGlass-San Antonio  

Golf Tournament benefiting The Children’s 
Bereavement Center of South Texas.

Inside This Issue:
n   Charitable Check Presentations 

n   FEATURED PROJECTS:  
Texas State University Bruce and Gloria 
Ingram Hall AND  Tyler Pounds 
Regional Airport Runway 4-22 
Rehabilitation

South Texas craft team members celebrate completing their English as a Second Language (ESL) course. 

4th Quarter 2018 
WINNERS

James McClain (A)James McClain (A)

Nicho Martinez (NoTx)Nicho Martinez (NoTx)

Jaime Garza (SA) 1Jaime Garza (SA)

The division teamed up with Texas State 
Technical College and Texas Workforce 
Commission to offer a Craft Construction 
Development Program to all craft team 
members. The program, customized to meet the 
unique operational needs of SpawGlass, is 
funded through the Texas Workforce 
Commission’s skills development grant to 
support the development and implementation 
of customized job training. It also provides an 
opportunity for local high school teachers to 
lead the instruction and gain knowledge on the 
current industry needs to take back to their 
classrooms. Superintendent Eddie Rodriguez 
and Office Manager/Executive Assistant 
Margie Lopez are actively involved in the 

planning and delivery of the curriculum, which 
includes English as a Second Language (ESL), 
masonry, welding, computer basics and 
National Center for Construction Education and 
Research (NCCER)-accredited training.  
“The modules we are infusing are safety,  
The SpawGlass Way, quality and specific 
industry needs,” said Eddie. “These courses 
will help mold a stronger workforce for 
SpawGlass, providing every individual with the 
tools and training necessary to make them the 
best and safest team members possible.”

In October 2018, 22 team members kicked off 
the program, completing 20 hours of ESL 
instruction. The curriculum incorporated general 
English with task-specific terms

Friday Night Reception 
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Dear Team Members,

It’s hard to believe another year full of successes  
here at SpawGlass is in the books! I recently  
shared via email a list of over 100 wins and  
accomplishments from 2018. This list was in no  
way fully comprehensive, and team members  
eagerly chimed in with more accomplishments to  
add to the list. The results of our hard work should  
make us, as owners and leaders of SpawGlass, proud.

Turning our focus and energy to 2019 and the future of SpawGlass, our new Vision/
Traction Organizer (V/TO) posted on TeamBase lays out our three-year picture, our goals 
for the year and our quarterly rocks. As employee owners, I hope you make time to 
familiarize yourself with the V/TO for the company and the V/TOs for the divisions and 
functional departments. Last year’s accomplishments are evidence that when we all 
work together toward common goals, the synergy and momentum is unstoppable. It’s 
exciting to be a part of and watch SpawGlass get better and better at providing the 
absolute best construction experience.

   So, tap into your passion for SpawGlass, think like an owner and feel the  
  excitement of being a part of something great and fun by doing your  
         part to help us realize our vision, mission and way! After all,  
   this is your SpawGlass!

   We are SpawGlass! n
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5Civil San Antonio team members show off  
their new safety jackets and celebrate  

the one-year anniversary of the Grissom Road  
office opening.

5Senior Living and Campus Housing Division team 
members Cory Thompson, Katie Johnson, Dillon 

Menville, Carson Campbell, Jonathan Buck and Layton 
Muehr have some fun while assembling bikes for the 
CYCLE Houston Bike Build 2018.

Una Nota de Joel
Joel Stone, Chairman/CEO

Estimados miembros del equipo:

¡Es difícil de creer que otro año lleno de éxitos 
aquí en SpawGlass ya está en los libros! 
Recientemente compartí por correo electrónico 
una lista de más de 100 victorias y logros del 2018. 
Esta lista no fue de ninguna manera completa, y 
muchos miembros del equipo se sumaron 
ansiosamente con más logros para agregar a la 
lista. Como propietarios y líderes de SpawGlass, 
debemos sentirnos orgullosos porque éstos han 
sido los resultados de nuestro ardueo trabajo.

Con nuestro enfoque y energía ya en el 2019 y en 
el futuro de SpawGlass, nuestro nuevo 
Organizador de Visión/Tracción (V/TO) publicado 
en TeamBase presenta nuestra imagen a tres 
años, nuestras metas para este año y nuestros 
avances trimestrales. Como empleado-dueño 
espero que se haga tiempo para familiarizarse con 
nuestro V/TO y con los V/TO para cada una de las 
divisiones y de los departamentos funcionales. 
Los logros del año pasado son la mejor evidencia 
de que cuando todos trabajamos juntos hacia 
objetivos comunes, la sinergia y el impulso son 
imparables. Es emocionante ser parte de y ver 
cómo SpawGlass continua excediendo las 
expectativas en el brindar la mejor experiencia de 
la construcción.

Entonces, dada su pasión por SpawGlass, piense 
como dueño y sienta la emoción de ser parte de 
algo grandioso haciendo su parte y así ayudarnos 
a realizar nuestra visión, misión y forma. Después 
de todo, este es tu SpawGlass!

Nosotros somos SpawGlass! n
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Build Trust – JP Morrow (NoTx), Brian 
Hayward (NoTX), Mick Fegan (A).  
This team has built a great safety culture on 
the Samsung Electronics Dallas Corporate 
Office project. They quickly address and 
resolve issues that are brought to their 
attention no matter what they’re doing when 
notified. Project team members are very 
comfortable approaching them, asking 
questions and speaking during the safety 
meetings. By building trust with the team, 
they have taken safety from being “compliant 
because you have to” to being committed to 
safety because it’s the right thing to do.

Be Professional – Jesus Ortiz, Tommy 
Matheaus, Benny Vazquez and Esau Rosa 
(H). This Houston Building Services team has 
worked hard to deliver outstanding client 
service to Southwest Airlines.

Live Teamwork – Matt Gafke (SA).  
Matt lived teamwork by lending a hand and 
changing a tire for another team member in 
his first month on the job.

Be Passionate – Rudy Montes, Matias 
Maldonado, Sr. and Julio Guillen (SoTx). 
South Texas Building Services team members 
mobilized in Corpus Christi at 11:00 p.m. to 
correct an issue for an H-E-B manager before 
6:00 a.m. the next day, in time for a meeting 
the manager had scheduled. Intertech Floors 
assisted by opening their warehouse after 
hours to provide needed supplies.

Think Like an Owner – Juan Perez (H).  
At the Joe V’s project in Houston, Juan 
eliminated the expense of a water tank and 
pump rental by creating a new system to  
aid in saw-cutting the concrete: utilizing a 
55-gallon drum, portable generator and 
submersible pump with a hose connecting  
to the saw. It saved approximately $1,000 a 
month and also eliminated the risk of theft  
of the rental equipment. n

Please see TeamBase for the 
complete nomination information.

5Brandon Meyers, Mark Grauvogl and Matt 
Elliott accept a Silver APEX Award for the 

Houston Methodist Clear Lake Hospital Labor and 
Delivery Unit Renovation project. 

n  Silver APEX Award: Houston Methodist 
Clear Lake Hospital Labor and Delivery Unit 
Renovation (Healthcare Under $10 Million): 
Associated General Contractors Houston 
Chapter

n  #32 Top Texas and Louisiana Contractors:  
Engineering News-Record (ENR)

n  The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 
(UTRGV) Champion Employer Award:  
South Texas Division

5Chris Pennington, Brian Johnson, Ryan Chavez, Raul Lopez,  
Eric Kennedy, Margie Brown, Jesus Trevino, Veronica Gutierrez, 

Al Kupkowski, Elio Longoria and Matias Maldonado display the 
UTRGV Champion Employer Award for their continual support of the 
students and alumni of UTRGV. 

5Mike Vaughn and Johnny Escobedo accept the 
STEP Diamond Award at TEXO’s Construction 

Safety Professional’s Day

5Cami Alling, Priscilla Iden and  
Mark Harrington accept the City of 

Austin SMBR Prime Contractor of the  
Year Award.

Brandon Meyers, Paul Gregg, Marcus Sydow,  
Wade Lollar, Dustin Wilson, Cullen Schoener and 
Mike Helman of PGAL accept the ABC Greater 
Houston Chapter ICE Award for the Texas A&M  
University Chemistry Building 1972 Wing 1st and 2nd  
 Floor Renovation project. 

n  Safety Training and Evaluation Process 
(STEP) Diamond Award: TEXO

n  2018 Prime Contractor of the Year Award: 
Austin Division, City of Austin Small & 
Minority Business Resources (SMBR) 

n  ICE Award: Texas A&M University 
Chemistry Building 1972 Wing 1st and 2nd 
Floor Renovation (Interior): Associated 
Builders and Contractors (ABC) Greater 
Houston Chapter Excellence in Construction 
(EIC) Awards

This award highlights five nominations that best 
exemplify each of the core values. 
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SpawGlass recently completed  

the largest academic building 

project in the history of Texas 

State University, Bruce and Gloria 

Ingram Hall, elevating its science 

and engineering research and 

educational capabilities to new 

heights of innovation.

The six-level, 166,851-square-foot facility 
occupies an entire block and consists of lab, 
classroom and office space for the College of 
Science and Engineering. All the educational 
space is designed around the concept of 
active, collaborative learning. The premier 
maker space project area on the first level 
houses a wide range of equipment, including 
3-D printers, laser cutters and engravers, metal 
and plastic mills and a large water jet table. 
With these tools at their disposal, students are 
limited only by their imagination.

As an engineering facility with highly complex 
building systems, this massive project required 
constant, intensive coordination between all 
trades and utilities with approximately 150 to 
300 workers onsite each day. Led by Project 
Executive Mike Raley and Superintendent  
Roy Brietzke of the San Antonio Division and 
Project Manager Ryan Syring, Project 
Manager Ryan Ogle and Superintendent  
Nick Slovak of the Austin Division, more than 
20 SpawGlass project team members came 
together from different divisions to achieve 
partial occupancy within two years and 
substantial completion in 28 months.

“Building relationships with team members 
from other divisions has been beneficial for  
all of us, especially with Mike and Roy’s 
previous experience on another engineering 
building, the Roy F. and Joann Cole Mitte  
Art/Technology/Physics Complex, at Texas 
State,” said Ryan Syring.

“We had a lot of very similar components to 
Mitte,” Roy explained. “For example, we built 
Mitte into the side of a hill the same way. But on 
Ingram Hall, we took out the backfill on one side 
of the building and replaced it with about 60,000 
cubic yards of geofoam to take pressure off the 
part of the structure that was built into the hill. 
That was totally unique to me.”

Another unique aspect was a solution to noise 
control. The maker space on the first level is 
filled with large equipment and machinery, while 
the second level directly above it is all office 
space. To prevent transfer of sound and 
vibration, the team poured a structural slab with 
a depression of 7 inches above it, and then 
came back to pour a 4-inch slab on top of that 
and raised it 3 inches on springs to create a 
floating floor.

 The project evolved as it came  
 out of the ground, including the  
 addition of a large infrastructure 
 project to the scope of work.  
 Eight months into construction, 

 Owner:  Texas State University System
 Architect:  TreanorHL/Alamo Architects
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3Ryan Ogle, Joey Clepper,  
Austin Day, Nick Slovak, Ryan 

Syring, Parker Blaschke, Daniel 
Olson, Jennifer Smith, Mike Raley, 
Kerry Fellers, Roy Brietzke

SpawGlass was charged with the completion of 
the campus utility loop to include dual thermal 
and electrical utility feeds to help the university 
achieve Tier One research capability with the 
new building. In the end, SpawGlass completed 
Ingram Hall in 11 phases, a few running 
concurrently during the summer break.

SpawGlass has continuously worked on the  
San Marcos campus for the last decade and 
also has a long-standing relationship with the 
building’s namesake, Bruce Ingram, a Texas 
State alumnus, and the company he founded  
62 years ago, Ingram Readymix. SpawGlass 
currently is constructing the GCCM (Ingram) 
Cement Offloading and Storage Facility in the 
Port of Corpus Christi. 

Bruce and Gloria Ingram’s generous contributions 
and passionate support for the new building, 
including the donation of $2.1 million in 
Readymix products to the project, made the 
dream of a state-of-the-art science and 
engineering building a reality at Texas State. 
Sadly, Bruce passed away in December. The hall 
that bears his name is a testament to his legacy 
in the Ingram School of Engineering and his 
impact on the future of Texas State University 
and its students. n

T E X A S  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  
Bruce and Gloria Ingram Hall

F E A T U R E D  P R O J E C T



5Brandon Meyers, Jerry Vandervoort, 
Kelly Fox, Heather McDonough, 

Aaron Bradford, Josh Baker, David Ajlani, 
Garett Wheaton and Kan Phaobunjong 
participate in a team building axe throwing 
tournament.

5SpawGlass team members attend the Texas Children’s 
Hospital Legacy of Motown Gala, benefiting Texas Children’s 

Hospital Cancer Center, with our partners from Broaddus and Page. 

5Team members join with children from Brighton Center in 
San Antonio to celebrate the groundbreaking of their new 

addition to the Harvey E. Najim Early Childhood Campus.

5North Texas team members present a $30,000 check to 
members of Cook Children’s as proceeds from the Sporting 

Clays Shoot.

5Team members present a $40,000 check to The Children’s 
Bereavement Center of South Texas from funds raised at 

the 5th Annual San Antonio Golf Tournament.

 

and language of the construction industry. 
“It was very exciting to see the enthusiasm 
and gratitude from our craft workforce 
during the ESL course,” said Eddie. “They 
were amazed that we did this for them. 
Rarely does any company do this for their 
team members, much less within their first 
weeks of employment. They were proud of 
their accomplishment and recognized that 
this will make them better and, in turn, help 
all of us at SpawGlass.”

South Texas also is implementing a 
two-year certification for select craft team 
members. The certification consists of two 
levels: basic/entry and advanced. Eddie and 
Superintendent Todd Henningsen are 
translating business objectives into a 
tailored training plan focused on improving 
our self-perform capability. These job-
specific trainings, focused on improving 
productivity and production management, 
include door installation, wood blocking,  
tape and float, suspended ceiling, blueprint 
reading, infectious control and more.

Another piece, our Field Leadership 
Development program, is aimed toward the 
growth of lead carpenters and foremen. 
This course offers leadership skills to 
provide opportunities for craft team 
members to run self-perform crews and 
establish a beginning career path for those 
who want to move up to an assistant 
superintendent position. Graduates will 
then become mentors for new craft team 
members as they develop.

The programs being delivered in South 
Texas are just some of the many examples of 
team member development that can be 
found throughout the company. It is 
imperative that we invest in our company as 
well as our people. Stronger individual team 
members make for a stronger SpawGlass. n

Continued from page 1, Building Our People

5 Joe Mendyk, Roger Berry and  
Katie Johnson present Amanda Duke 

Walmer of the Alzheimer’s Association with 
a $10,000 check as proceeds from the 2nd 
Annual SLCH Division Sporting Clays Shoot.

5Michael Lovelace and his father, 
Sheldon, team up with Rodney 

Reicherts and Brandon Johnson of 
Siemens at the North Texas Sporting 
Clays Shoot. 

AUSTIN SOUTH TEXAS HOUSTON  |  CIVIL  |  SENIOR LIVING AND CAMPUS HOUSING

BRAZOS VALLEY SAN ANTONIO  |  CIVIL

5
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Births
n Liz McMahon (A) and husband Patrick: Evan, 
October 15 n Robert Davis (H) and wife Megan: 
Rain, November 2 n Hunter Ash (A) and wife 
Brittani: Emery, November 15 n Tristan 
Rieckhoff (C) and wife Alexandra: Thomas, 
November 28 n Justin Calvin (SA) and wife Erin: 
Easton, November 30 n Robert Rice (H) and 
wife Lesley: Olivia, December 12.

CIVIL: CDL Truck Driver: David Grider, Jr.; 
Construction Survey Manager: Ambrocio 
Rodriguez; Estimator: Lester Messer; Field 
Service Support: Rosanna Brock; Form Builder 
Setter: Zackry Johnson, Lauro Reyes Olivas, 
Jose Vazquez, Jesus Zavala Prieto; General 
Foreman: Manuel Estrada Gonzalez; General 
Superintendent: Jeff Dubose; Heavy Equipment 
Operator: Chad Brown, Efrain Carreon Ibarra, 
Juan Lopez, John Niederhofer, John Peterson, 
Gilbert Saldana; Laborer: Reuben Escalona, Jr., 
Juan Gaytan Navarro, Alexander Salgado, 
Nicholas Saucillo, Gabriel Zarate;  
Light Equipment Helper: Mauricio Juarez;  
Light Equipment Operator: Nickolas Gonzales; 
Pipelayer: Carlos Oviedo; Project Executive: 
Josh Gadsby; Rodperson: Miguel Altamirano.

HOUSTON: Assistant Superintendent:  
Eduardo Gomez; Building Services Technician: 
Kenneth Munoz Jimenez, Robert Rice;  

Project Accountant: Mitchell Taylor;  
Senior Superintendent: Terry Zimmerman.

NORTH TEXAS: Assistant Project Manager: 
Daniel Ballin; Carpenter Foreman: Nicho 
Martinez; Estimator: Mitch Owens.

SAN ANTONIO: Building Services Technician: 
Manuel Guajardo; Estimator: Brad Fielden;  
Intern: Gary Davenport; Project Safety Manager: 
Maggie Anaya; Software Integration Specialist: 
Dylan Lemmon.

SOUTH TEXAS: Building Services Technician: 
Luis Castillo; Carpenter: Sergio Guzman, 
Ignacio Hernandez, Jr., Leodegario Perez,  
Jairo Silva Arriaga; Intern: Matthew 
Muschalek, Omar Rodriguez Villarreal; 
Laborer: Juan De La Garza, Jr. 

WESTLAND EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES:  
Inside Sales Coordinator: Belinda Hornby n

TWENTY OR MORE YEARS: 21-Scott Bradlaw 
(SA), Noel Estello (SA), Irene Ochoa, Benigno 
Ortiz (SA); 22-Jennifer Smith (A); 26-Amer 
Al-Nahhas (C), Russell Jenkins (SA), Cliff 
Thuot (SLCH); 30-Paul Mayfield (SA); 31-John 
Devaney (SA), Manuel Sanchez (SA); 
32-Hilary Simeon (H), Humberto Triana (A); 
38-Robert Bennett (SoTx).

FIFTEEN YEARS: Rogelio Bahena (A),  
Doug Worrell (A). 

TEN YEARS: Alfonso Campos (SoTx),  
Johnny Escobedo (NoTx), Ryan Hill (H), 
Daniel Lerma (SoTx), Samantha Moreno (H), 
Benito Vazquez (H). 

FIVE YEARS: Mark Broegman (C), John Busch 
(H), Ignacio Cruz (A), Pete Esparza (A), 
Joshua Kapchinske (C), Christopher Muncy 
(GT), Mike Norris (SA), Cecilia Vaca Narvaja. n

CIVIL:TWENTY OR MORE YEARS: 21-Scott Bradlaw 

5Leadership through Teamwork Session 42 participants included: (front row) Clinton Manning, Zack Krus, 
Jaime Hutton, Jesse Robles, Jorge Fuentes, Mary Hazlett, (back row) Ron LaCaze, Facilitator Michael 

Emmons, Pearson Randel, Robert Hernandez, Mike Bynum, Facilitator Jamie MacIver, Shaun Bogues, Nicole 
Saenz, Brian Winningham, Ray Fitzgerald, Facilitator Eric Kennedy, Tad Larson, Facilitator Aaron Bradford,  
Irma Rodriguez.

5Leadership through Teamwork Session 43 participants included: (front row) Facilitator Amer Al-Nahhas, 
Facilitator Travis Evans, Cody Hunter, Stephen Whittington, Colton Harley, Austin Tucker, (middle row) 

Facilitator Jamie MacIver, Michael Cervantes, Bethany Farner, Brian Nguyen, Crystle Kendrick, Teresa English, 
Brian Claxton, Laurie Zamarripa, Victor Cardoso, Facilitator Joel Stone, (back row) Carlos Oyervides Gonzalez, 
Rudy Montes, Israel Soriano-Martinez, Al Kupkowski.

Marriages
n Mike Beasley (SA) and Deborah Rowan, 
October 20 n Austin Tucker (H) and Lauren 
Addington, December 15.

Promotions
Project Executive: Dave Charest (SA);  
Senior Accountant: Bethany Farner (C); 
Superintendent: Garrett Farris (SA),  
Morgan McGlothlin (NoTx), Ryan Mueller (SA). 

SESSION

43

SESSION

42

Two LtT Sessions in the 4th Quarter .
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“The primary challenge  
was the time limit of  

120 days to complete this 
phase. During this phase,  

our self-perform  
portion of work was  
completed early. ”

    –  Malek Husseini 
Project Manager 

Project Manager Malek  
Husseini and Superintendent  
Kevin Jones immediately  
began coordinating the $10  
million runway rehabilitation  
project upon award in October  
2017. The scope consisted of  
demolishing the existing  
runway and replacing it with  
48,253 square yards of 14-inch  
concrete runway; installing 11,135 tons of 
4-inch asphalt; moving 141,000 cubic yards  
of dirt; and performing grading around the 
new runway.

The project was divided into three phases 
and completed in 14 months. During 
construction of the second phase, the team 
began experiencing challenges. “The primary 
challenge was the time limit of 120 days to 
complete this phase,” Malek explained. 
“During this phase, our self-perform portion  

Owner: City of Tyler

Engineer: KSA EngineersF E A T U R E D  P R O J E C T
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  of work was completed early. 
However, there were delays 
with the electrical scope of 
work. To manage the amount 
of work that needed to be 
completed in the time allotted, 
our operators worked seven 
days a week, 12 hours a day 
for two months. The team 
members did this with 

a positive spirit, and we were able to 
overcome this unforeseen challenge and 
complete this phase on time.” The Tyler 

Our Civil Division has completed work at airports in several cities across 

Texas, including Houston, San Antonio, Corpus Christi and now, Tyler. The  

Tyler Pounds Regional Airport Runway 4-22 Rehabilitation project was our 

first project with the City of Tyler, expanding our work into East Texas.

Tyler Pounds Regional Airport 

Runway 4-22 Rehabilitation

Pounds Regional Airport Runway 4-22 
Rehabilitation project officially opened on 
January 17, 2019 with a ribbon cutting 
ceremony on the runway. Malek expressed  
the importance of creating a bond and trust 
with the City of Tyler and KSA Engineers  
to overcome the project’s challenges. 
Transparency was one of the most important 
factors while completing the project, and  
he believes it assisted us in being awarded 
our second project at Tyler Pounds Regional 
Airport, the Taxiway Charlie/Foxtrot 
Rehabilitation project. n

4Rik van den Berg, 
Amer Al-Nahhas,  

Malek Husseini,  
Jeff Dubose,  
Kevin Jones
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9331 CORPORATE DRIVE
SELMA, TX 78154

Christopher Olivas of the Civil Division was 
the $100 winner of the 3rd Quarter 2018 
Biz Quiz. All participating team members 

received a SpawGlass water bottle koozie.

3Charlie Mogab and  
Avi Lazo – 

Construction Careers 
Exposition, in partnership 
with the ABC Greater 
Houston Chapter/
Construction and 
Maintenance Education 
Foundation

TeamWorks is published quarterly for team members  
and friends of SpawGlass. If you would like to receive  
your copy electronically or have any questions or  
comments, please contact:
SpawGlass, Attn: Hillary Cadra  |  210-477-7814   
email: Hillary.Cadra@SpawGlass.com

SpawGlass is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

H ouston team members are currently  
creating a partnered learning 

environment between Houston Methodist  
and Texas A&M University’s Engineering 
Medicine (EnMed) program by renovating  
the 10,000-square-foot sixth floor of the 
downtown Houston Methodist Hospital West 
Pavilion Building. When complete, this 
instructional space will serve as an incubator 
to cultivate new medical technologies and 
processes to solve healthcare challenges.

Currently, the mechanical, electrical and 
plumbing rough-in is nearing completion. 
Walls are finished in preparation for paint, and 
ceiling grid installation is underway. The next 
milestone will be installing the air handling 
unit. This long-lead item will enter the building 
through the elevator in pieces and be fully 
assembled in place on the sixth floor. 

This space has two large studios, which will 
have 1.5-inch access flooring to accommodate 

HOUSTON METHODIST HOSPITAL 

West Pavilion 6 Texas A&M University EnMed Project

5 Jim Gray of Rialto Studio and Civil team 
members Grady Carlson, Stephen Raley 

and Phil Bettancourt break ground on the  
Phil Hardberger Park Land Bridge project in  
San Antonio. This project will connect the east 
and west sides of the park, and native plants  
and trees will be planted to grow  
within the bridge.

3Roger Berry 
and friend, 

Aubie the Tiger –
Auburn University  

5Matt Bearden, Jonathan Bradley,  
Abbie Stone, Laurie Zamarripa and  

Eddie Rodriguez –Texas State University

4Weston Voss 
and Lloyd 

Faver – John 
Brown University 
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the technology and telemedicine needs for 
the EnMed program. Each studio will be  
equipped with T1V ThinkHub® software that 
will be used with 65-inch touchscreens, 
allowing for multi-user input and control that 
can be shared over multiple screens for a 
collaborative team experience.

Enrollment is expected to be approximately 
25-50 students initially and grow to up to  
200 students per year. n




